Purpose: ClinVar is increasingly used as a resource for both genetic variant interpretation and clinical practice. However, controversies exist regarding the consistency of classifications in ClinVar, and questions remain about how best to use these data. Our study systematically examined ClinVar to identify common sources of discordance and thus inform ongoing practices.
INTRODUCTION
Determining the consequences of genetic variation on human health and disease is central to modern clinical molecular diagnostics. As the technical, legal, and commercial landscapes evolve, clinical molecular genetics is undergoing a renaissance: more laboratories are serving more clinicians and are testing more patients for more genes than ever before. [1] [2] [3] However, this surge also increases the chance that laboratories may disagree about the clinical interpretation of analytic test results.
Two important public efforts have been launched to promote consistency and accuracy in variant classification. The first is the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) and Association for Molecular Pathology (AMP) 2015 joint guidelines for variant classification, 4 which aim to provide a structured methodology for variant interpretation. The second is ClinVar, the National Institutes of Health open-access database of clinically observed variants and their classifications. 5, 6 Since its release in 2012, ClinVar has grown to host hundreds of thousands of variant classifications from hundreds of academic and commercial diagnostic laboratories, consortia, literature curation efforts, and research groups. 7, 8 Such sharing of clinical genetic data is recommended by the ACMG, the American Medical Association, the National Society of Genetic Counselors, and other organizations as a standard part of responsible clinical laboratory practice. [9] [10] [11] ClinVar provides a central platform for objective analyses of the interlaboratory reproducibility of variant classification, as well as a mechanism for collaborative identification and resolution of discrepancies. 12 Many recent studies have evaluated the reproducibility of variant classification using ClinVar and other data sources. 8, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] Conclusions from these studies differ, and controversy remains about the true rate, nature, and clinical significance of classification differences. For example, Vail et al. 13 reported high discordance among BRCA1 and BRCA2 classifications in various public databases, concluding that these resources should be "precluded from clinical use." However, both a systematic analysis of ClinVar 14 and a large prospective clinical study 15 showed high concordance in these two genes. Balmaña et al. 16 found high discordance in non-BRCA1/2 cancer genes, whereas Maxwell et al. 17 found high concordance, as did our own re-analysis of the data available for Balmaña's variants. 18 Van Driest et al. 19 found high discordance in arrhythmia genes, although the specific data they used may have been overclassified, which is inconsistent with the ACMG/AMP guidelines. 20 Finally, although Amendola et al., 21 Garber et al., 22 and Harrison et al. 23 found classification discordances in various genes, they also found that the sharing of information among laboratories led to far greater concordance even in difficult classification situations.
In this study, we carefully analyzed variant classification data in ClinVar, quantifying concordance both across and within various medical specialties in terms of potential clinical impact. When classification differences existed, we investigated factors that may have contributed to discordance, such as the source of data, date of classification, penetrance, and variant type. Our results may help design future studies of classification concordance and should inform database users of critical considerations for using these public resources.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Our analyses used the ClinVar October 2016 XML file. 24 For each variant interpretation, we extracted variant identification, preferred Human Genome Variation Society variant description, gene name, variant classification, submission type ("collection method" field), classification date ("last evaluation" field), classification criteria ("review status" and "assertion method" fields), submitter name, and submitter comments (if provided), including the summary evidence description. This information is also available in the ClinVar user interface ( Figure 1 ). We also examined the clinical condition field, although we used our own high-level clinical categories in these analyses (Supplementary Data online). We identified cases in which a variant was represented by multiple identifications and merged these records. When multiple submissions for the same variant were present from the same submitter, only the most recent was used. Somatic (as opposed to germ-line) entries, and entries without classifications, were ignored.
All variants were assigned a functional category as follows: (i) small protein sequence alterations included both missense variants and, much less frequently, in-frame indels; (ii) truncating variants included both nonsense (stop − gain) and out-of-frame indels; (iii) silent variants were those in coding regions that do not change amino acid sequence; (iv) splicesite variants were intronic changes within two bases of an exon boundary; and (v) noncoding variants (including those in introns, untranslated regions, and intergenic regions) were combined. This simplified framework was intended to generally distinguish straightforward classification scenarios from complex ones. In clinical reporting, a more sophisticated assessment must be performed.
The Exome Aggregation Consortium database 25,26 version 0.3 27 provided population allele frequencies. In total, 29,286 variants had ClinVar classifications from two or more submitters. We removed 2,062 benign polymorphisms, defined as variants that had both a greater than 5% allele frequency in the Exome Aggregation Consortium database and only benign classifications in ClinVar. These prevalent, easily interpreted, and clinically irrelevant variants 4,28-30 may be included or omitted depending on the submitter. Excluding such variants from this study improves consistency, although we thus underestimate concordance relative to the complete spectrum of variants in patients.
Classifications are recorded in ClinVar using the ACMG/ AMP five-tier system 5 with some exceptions. Laboratoryspecific categories (e.g., "deleterious" instead of "pathogenic," or "polymorphism" instead of "benign") are mapped to the ACMG/AMP nomenclature by submitters or by ClinVar. 31 In our analyses, we considered pathogenic and likely pathogenic classifications equivalent. Similarly, benign and likely benign were considered equivalent. Other ClinVar classifications, including "risk factor," "drug response," and "other" were considered not pathogenic and not clinically actionable.
We used a two-tailed z-test to compute P values for differences in observed proportions. P values less than 0.0002 were not computed exactly. Ninety-five percent confidence intervals (CIs) were calculated using the Wilson method.
RESULTS
Our data set included 27,224 variants classified by two or more ClinVar submitters. These spanned 1,713 genes and totaled 74,065 classifications from 429 ClinVar submitters. Of these variants, 17,115 had classifications from exactly two submitters, and 10,109 had classifications from three or more. The complete data set is provided in the Supplementary Data.
Variant interpretations in ClinVar are highly concordant
We analyzed the concordance of classifications at two levels of detail: potential clinical actionability and pathogenicity. Our actionability analysis distinguished two groups: positive (pathogenic or likely pathogenic) and potentially clinically actionable versus not positive and not actionable (benign, likely benign, or variants of uncertain significance (VUS)). Our pathogenicity analysis considered three groups: positive (identical to the set defined above), uncertain (VUS), and negative (benign and likely benign). These two analyses mimic those of previous studies. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] The analyses described below are based on actionability unless otherwise specified. For both the actionability and pathogenicity comparisons, if 100% of the classifications were in the same group, the variant was said to have complete agreement. If at least two-thirds of the classifications were in the same group (i.e., 2 of 2, 2 of 3, 3 of 4, 4 of 5, 4 of 6, etc.), the variant was said to have majority consensus, potentially with outliers. Many of our analyses examined the characteristics of these outliers. Note that a set of variants with complete agreement is always a subset of those with majority consensus.
Our analysis shows that variant classifications in ClinVar are highly concordant. Considering actionability, 96.7% of variants (CI: 96.5-96.9%) reached majority consensus, and 94.1% (CI: 93.9-94.4%) had complete agreement among all submitters ( Figure 2 ). Considering pathogenicity, 89.3% (CI: 88.9-89.6%) had majority consensus, and 81.0% (CI: 80.5-81.4%) had complete agreement. The lower concordance observed on a pathogenicity basis demonstrates that classification differences between VUS and benign (including likely benign) are much more common than differences between either VUS or benign and pathogenic (including likely pathogenic). In both pathogenicity and actionability analyses, interpretation differences and certain reporting differences may cause discordance-our study methodology cannot distinguish between these cases (as one example, see GALT:c.940A > G, discussed by Garber et al. 22 ).
Nonclinical submissions account for many of the discordances
Most ClinVar classifications are of one of four types: clinical testing (79.7%), literature only (8.8%), curation (5.8%), or research (5.1%). These categories are self-reported by each submitter and are usually (but not always) used consistently. Most clinical laboratories submit clinical testing classifications, although some submit variants tagged as literature only or curation. Reference databases, including the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) database, 32 are usually tagged as literature only. Consortia submissions vary: for example, ENIGMA (Evidence-based Network for the Interpretation of Germline Mutant Alleles) 33 submits curation records, whereas InSiGHT (the International Society for Gastrointestinal Hereditary Tumours) 34 submits research records. ClinVar users should be aware that classifications of types other than clinical testing may not follow the rigorous criteria used by most diagnostic laboratories.
We collected variants that achieved majority consensus with one or more outliers (i.e., that were not in complete agreement) and examined these outliers in detail. There were 702 such variants with 739 outlier classifications. Although literature-only submissions composed merely 8.8% of our data set, they made up 31.4% of the outliers. Overall, 3.6% of literature-only submissions were outliers-six times the 0.6% rate of clinical testing submissions (P o 0.0002). Research and curation submissions were also disproportionately represented among outliers (Figure 3a) .
ClinVar contains many genes not commonly tested in current clinical practice. To confirm our results in wellstudied, commonly tested genes, we repeated this analysis using only the 23 genes (BRCA1, BRCA2, and others; see Supplementary Table S1 ). (b) Outlier rate for specific submitters with the largest number of classifications in the 23 cancer genes. In the current data set, these clinical testing submitters each contributed more than 1,000 variants; submitters of other types provided more than 100 variants. More than 87% of all clinical testing submissions and more than 90% of all literature-only, curation, and research submissions are represented by the submitters in (b We created date ranges with roughly similar numbers of classifications and compared the outlier rates between ranges. As above, outliers were computed through comparison with all data in the set, including newer submissions. Old classifications were often outliers, including 2.4% of pre-2011 and 1.2% of 2011-2013 submissions, compared with 0.8% of 2014 and 0.5% of 2016 submissions-a significant decline (P values were, at most, 0.0032 between pairs of ranges; Figure 4 ).
Combined effect of interpretation source and age
Because major sources of discordance included both nonclinical submissions and older data, we repeated our overall concordance analysis considering only recent classifications from clinical testing. There were 20,160 variants with multiple classifications from clinical testing alone, and 57% of these (11,535) had multiple submissions from 2014 or later. Compared with ClinVar overall, concordance was significantly higher in these data, with 98.4% (CI: 98.2-98.6%) of variants having majority consensus and 97.2% (CI: 96.8-97.5%) reaching complete agreement ( Figure 5) .
We examined whether submissions with interpretation criteria ("assertion methods" in ClinVar terminology) were more consistent than those without. These were indeed highly concordant (only 0.6% outliers), although this field is often populated for recent, clinical submissions (and less often others), which explains the similarity between this result and that shown in Figure 4 . The outlier rate was not significantly different between recent (2015-2016) clinical submissions with and without interpretation criteria (P > 0.05).
Concordance rates differ substantially by clinical area
The issues faced in variant classification differ among clinical areas. We assigned genes to one of five specialties based on the primary disease caused by pathogenic variants in that gene: hereditary cancer, cardiology, neurology, metabolic disorders, and unrelated pediatric conditions (Supplementary Data). Hereditary cancer genes had the highest majority consensus rate (98.5%), and genes related to cardiology and metabolic disorders had the lowest rates (94.2 and 95.1%, respectively; Figure 2 ).
The greatest differences in majority consensus rate between our actionability and pathogenicity analyses were observed in pediatric disease (a decrease of 9.1%) and cardiology (a decrease of 8.6%). The greatest differences in complete agreement rate between actionability and pathogenicity were Supplementary Table S1 ).
seen in cardiology and cancer (decreases of 14.3 and 12.2%, respectively; Figure 2 ). Collectively, these results demonstrate variability in classification at the border between VUS and benign or likely benign within these specialties.
In contrast to the 23-gene hereditary cancer subset described above, a subset of 25 commonly tested cardiology genes ( Supplementary Table S2 ; 2,037 variants; 7.5% of the total) was analyzed and showed far lower concordance than the overall rates in ClinVar: only 90.9% majority consensus and 82.8% complete agreement. Outlier rates were relatively high for all submission types in these genes: clinical testing (2.3%), curation (3.0%), literature only (4.1%), and research (7.0%).
Discordance varies by variant type
The difficulty of classification varies substantially by variant type. Certain classes (e.g., truncating variants) are often simple to assess and others (e.g., missense variants) are more difficult. In our analysis, silent changes had the highest concordance (99.8%) and were almost always classified as benign. Truncating variants, which were almost always pathogenic, had the second highest concordance (98.8%; Supplementary Figure S1 ). Protein sequence changes (mostly missense variants) and splice-site variants had the lowest concordance rates (94.7 and 97.5%, respectively).
ClinVar submitters have different policies regarding which variants they contribute, and deliberate or unintentional biases are certainly possible. If a submitter were to provide only unambiguous classifications, its concordance rate would be artificially increased. We examined the distribution of variants, looking for gross signs of bias among submission types. More than half (54.0%) of the variants reported from clinical testing were missense (Supplementary Figure S2) , a challenging and low-concordance type. Although missense variants were a slightly larger fraction (69.7%) of the literature-only submissions, this difference does not explain the dramatically higher discordance rate in the literature-only data. Indeed, this higher fraction may be a simple function of the underreporting of silent variants within literature-only submissions. Silent variants do not substantially inflate concordance in clinical testing data, because even if they are omitted, the majority consensus rate in these submissions (alone) would decrease only slightly from 98.0 to 97.4%.
Low-penetrance variants have high discordance rates
Some variants are challenging to classify, not because the evidence is disputed, but because none of the ACMG/AMP categories accurately describes the variants' effects. Notable examples include low-penetrance pathogenic variants, which confer a relatively modest risk of disease and do not have specific criteria in the 2015 guidelines. 4 Some laboratories classify such variants as pathogenic and add notes describing penetrance, although such notation is not always submitted to ClinVar. Other laboratories classify these variants as "risk factors," although this category is more often used for exceptionally low-penetrance associations (e.g., those uncovered by genome-wide association studies). Still others report these variants as VUS or likely benign. We identified such variants by searching summary evidence descriptions for the words "low penetrance," or identifying variants for which at least one submitter used the risk factor classification. Although this approach did not identify all lowpenetrance variants, it provided a sufficient data set for analysis. We identified 238 such variants with 803 total classifications. Only 78.2% of these variants reached majority consensus for actionability, and only 49.2% reached consensus for pathogenicity. Compared with the overall rates of 96.7 and 89.3%, respectively, these variants contributed a significantly disproportionate fraction of disagreements (P o0.0002 in both comparisons).
DISCUSSION
Since its release in 2012, ClinVar has grown rapidly into a key resource for clinical genetics. 5, 6, 8, 12 However, its use in assessing the consistency of variant classification has been controversial. Some studies of ClinVar report high discordance, 13, 16, 19 although others report high concordance. 8, 14, 17 Our analysis shows that classification differences in ClinVar are often explained by readily observable properties of the data.
First, not all public data deserve equal credence, an observation that may seem obvious. In our study, classifications simply excerpted from published literature or imported from research efforts were frequently discordant with formal classifications produced by clinical laboratories. In particular, variant interpretations from OMIM 32 , one of the top sources of data in ClinVar, accounted for a substantial fraction of disagreements. OMIM is a valuable resource for information about Mendelian disease genes and their associated conditions and molecular mechanisms. Although specific variants are often also described, OMIM makes no claim to classify these variants according to clinical standards. Unfortunately, this aspect of OMIM classifications in ClinVar can easily be misunderstood. OMIM also includes a substantial quantity of old data.
Second, variant interpretations undergo constant refinement as clinical and experimental evidence accumulates. Compared with recent classifications, older classifications were, unsurprisingly, much more likely to be in conflict in our study. It is recommended that laboratories both update clinicians when variants are reclassified and submit reclassifications to databases such as ClinVar. However, database users must be aware that entries can become outdated, and further investigation may be required to determine if and when this has occurred. Indeed, an important use of ClinVar is to identify new classifications that differ from previous ones (from the same or a different source) possibly because of new scientific evidence.
Third, although we found high agreement across clinical areas, the rates varied significantly (e.g., concordance in cancer genes was much higher than that in cardiology genes). Although the reasons for this variability remain unclear, they may include differences in the nature and complexity of molecular mechanisms and clinical phenotypes, the quantity of available case reports and functional literature, and the length of time for which genetic testing has been part of common clinical practice, among others. A detailed investigation of such sources of discordance was beyond the scope of our study, but would certainly be valuable in larger sets of variants from ClinVar, perhaps following the models of Amendola et al., 21 Garber et al., 22 and Harrison et al. 23 A fourth factor contributing to discordance was the difference in both terminology and classification criteria applied to low-penetrance alleles. This finding is consistent with the observation by Balmaña et al. 16, 18 that lowpenetrance variants account for a substantial fraction of discordances, even though the impact of such differences on clinical management is relatively limited when current guidelines are followed.
Finally, the spectrum of variant types in each gene was a factor. Rare missense variants are both numerous and collectively prevalent 8, 14, 25 and can be among the most challenging variants to classify. For diseases in which loss of function is the key mechanism, only a small fraction of rare missense variants are pathogenic, possibly improving concordance on an actionability basis, although many are classified as (nonactionable) VUS owing to limited evidence against pathogenicity. This challenge may reduce concordance on a pathogenicity basis.
Small changes to ClinVar would help users distinguish variants for which clinical consensus exists from variants for which meaningful disagreements may be present. Strongly distinguishing between clinical and literature/curation/ research submissions (and indeed further standardizing the use of these tags among submitters) would help guide users toward the most trustworthy submissions. Clear indications that a particular classification may be out of date would be helpful, as would standardized terminology for pathogenic but low-penetrance variants (until revised guidelines on this topic are available). Our two comparison types-actionability and pathogenicity-were each useful in different ways, and a ClinVar flag indicating actionability differences would be helpful in addition to the existing "conflicting interpretations" flag (which mimics our pathogenicity analysis). The ability to display conflicts incorporating the factors described in this study would certainly be helpful, although such a feature may not be simple to implement.
The presence of an assertion method in ClinVar, used by submitters to describe their general classification methodology, sheds little light on concordance beyond the factors described above. Although certainly useful, the value of this field as a simple quality indicator may be diminishing, as more submitters of various types fill it in. Far more valuable, and far less frequently populated, is the summary evidence description field intended to provide a specific rationale for each individual classification. Per ACMG/AMP guidelines 4 (specifically, PP5 and BP6), assertions without these details can be considered only "supporting" (i.e., weak) evidence. We suggest that this data field be made both more prominent and easier to access by moving it onto the main variant information page. Perhaps the stars awarded to any submission should take into account whether these details have been provided. At present, few ClinVar submitters populate this field (of the largest clinical submitters, only GeneDx, Harvard's Laboratory for Molecular Medicine, and Invitae routinely do so), but these ClinVar changes could inspire others.
Despite the caveats, we found a high degree of concordance among variant classifications in ClinVar. Concordance was even higher when the factors described herein were taken into account. Concordance was particularly high for certain commonly tested genes, such as those underlying hereditary cancer syndromes. This consistency is remarkable, particularly given the substantially lower consensus rates reported for other types of medical interpretation (e.g., interpretations of breast biopsies or mammograms). 35, 36 Previous studies reporting high levels of discordance 13, 16, 19 among variant classifications largely ignored the factors uncovered in our analysis and thus greatly underestimate the extent to which consistent, high-quality classifications are being produced and contributed by many diagnostic laboratories.
These studies can also mischaracterize the way ClinVar is used in practice; for instance, promulgating the false view that variant classifications are often simply copied from ClinVar into clinical reports. 13, 37 In our experience, laboratory directors are well aware that public databases must only be used appropriately. Moreover, many (though not all) laboratories consider these databases crucial to achieving consensus regarding the pathogenicity of the millions of DNA variants being identified in the hundreds of thousands of patients undergoing genetic testing each year. 12 We therefore find it unfortunate that certain laboratories with proprietary databases not only fail to contribute data, 38, 39 contrary to recommendations, [9] [10] [11] but also enact specific policies prohibiting ordering clinicians from doing so. 40 The lack of complete consensus in ClinVar should not be exaggerated or allowed to obfuscate the obvious: free and open access to de-identified clinical testing data provides the clinical community with an invaluable and unique tool with which to share evidence, make and revise judgments, reach consensus, and ultimately provide the best medical care to patients undergoing genetic testing.
